
Solid Techs Hybrid comes from a 
long heritage of award-winning rack 
engineering and features all the top 
state-of-the-art engineering qualities 
that you would expect.
The Hybrids latest developments allow 
flexibility like never before. Starting for 
example with a 4-shelf vertical rack 
you can easily reassemble with the 
focus on horizontal expansion such 
as a 2-shelf racks side by side. If 
needed later, you can build vertically 
again while keeping the horizontal 

foundation from earlier. With this 
type of flexibility there are endless 
of options to explore, allowing you 
to design the optimum A/V rack and 
tweak according to any changes you 
wish to make without any loss of 
platform-stability. The user can freely 
determine the number of shelves to 
use depending on equipment sizes, 
as the shelves are fully adjustable 
along the corner-pillar lengths.
The optional suspension system is the 
same mechanical spring system as in 

the stand alone isolator Disk of Silence. 
The isolation system will cancel out all 
non-desired vibrations origin from the 
floor or from the components within 
the rack. Hybrid Turntable Top Shelf 
and Hybrid Sideboard are available to 
customize the rack even further.
Hybrid pillars and extrusion are 
available in silver, black or copper 
anodized aluminum.

Hybrid Standard
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Hybrid Standard 

Corner pillars in five different lengths

350 mm

275 mm

200 mm

5-shelf-kit design example 

4-shelf-kit design example 1-shelf-kit design example 

9-shelf-kit design example 5-shelf-kit design example 

Extrusion in silver, copper or 
black aluminum

Hybrid building blocks: The Shelf-kit (shelves and extrusion) and corner pillars
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Hybrid options

Sideboard in black, white, walnut, 
cherry, oak and black oak

Optional isolation system in silver, 
copper or black

Spike Fixed Floor Protector

Example designs using the four building blocks: Shelf-kit, and corner pillars in three different sizes

Turn table shelf with bubble 
level in black or white colour 

3-shelf-kit and top shelf design 
example

Shelves in concrete, black, white, cherry, 
oak, black oak, walnut and carbon

Feet of ConcreteFloor Protector

Hybrid features

3-shelf-kit with Hybrid Full 
Length design example

Shelfs are fully adjustable along the 
corner pillars

Internal bracing to 
keep resonance low

670 mm

900 mm

Bubble level is optional for the 
standard shelves

Corner pillars three different anodized 
aluminum and two top lid colors


